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BoxMart are experts in recyclable, UK 

made gift, retail and ecommerce packaging, 

plus point of sale. Based in Staffordshire, 
our team of packaging professionals and 
award winning design experts work with 
clients across a range of different sectors 
to create innovative and attention grabbing 
packaging solutions. 

We are
experts

From concept to delivery, BoxMart can be 

trusted to turn your ideas and aspirations 

into reality.
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Packaging is important –    
it protects contents, reduces product 
wastage and is a fantastic opportunity to 
extend your brand. BoxMart specialises in 
packaging which combines functionality, 
aesthetics and tactility with minimal 
environmental impact. Plastic free,   
UK made recyclable boxes are our forte. 

Packaging to
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Boost your brand with show-stopping 

packaging. The first touchpoint with 

customers, your packaging is an extension of 

your identity. Bringing together excellence in 
constructional design, materials and print, 
BoxMart can make sure that your packaging 
is a true reflection of your business and tells 
your story. 

your brand
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We understand packaging, and how to achieve the best results for you. We know you will have a number
of objectives, and might need help working out how to achieve the best outcome. That’s where we come in.
Between us we have many years of experience in packaging design, print and manufacturing, and can 
recommend the best processes and finishes to meet your needs. 

We understand 
packaging...
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Award winning constructional design can set your packaging apart from the competition. 

Our in-house design team are consistently recognised with industry awards for their 
packaging design excellence. We take great pride in ensuring the functionality of our 
packaging is second to none, elevating simple presentation boxes into an experience   
to remember for your customers and presenting your products immaculately. 

Award
winning
design
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We carefully choose the right material for each job, taking into account finished look, 

strength, functionality and print. We work with a huge range of paper based materials, 
from cartonboard through to microflute and corrugated board, as well as a wide range 
of luxury papers. Whether you’re looking for soft touch minimalist design, or a rustic 
natural finish, we can advise on the right material to complement your construction  
and print, within budget. 

Eco-friendly 
materials
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We are experts in creating 100% recyclable board based packaging.   

Looking to reduce your plastic use? We are the right guys for the job. 
For years we have been removing plastic components from 
packaging, using board based alternatives to fittings and closures 
without compromising quality. Single material packaging is kinder  
to the recycling stream and the environment. 

Reducing
plastic usage
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Tactile and premium finishes can set your packaging apart from the 

competition. Luxury paper coverings and finishes, combined with 
great print and functionality, can create packaging that invites 
customers to take your product off the shelf. 

Premium
finishes

Excellent print quality, every time. Your print is essential to 

communicating your brand’s story. With access to the latest 
technology in digital, litho, screen and flexo print, we ensure your 
message is clear. Our team combine the perfect combination of 
materials, construction and print options for each client to ensure 
the best result for your packaging. 

Excellence
in print
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Off the shelf packaging options for quick turnaround. 

Complementing our tailored packaging service, 
BoxMart also carries a wide range of 
packaging in stock, ready for immediate 
despatch. All of our UK made, recyclable 
gift and ecommerce boxes can be 
supplied as standard or custom 
printed - perfect for quick 
marketing campaigns, 
corporate gifting or 
sample packs. 

QuickExcellence
in print
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Specialists in eco-friendly packaging solutions. 

BoxMart are committed to delivering sustainable packaging options.  

We can offer:

x   plastic free alternatives
x   100% recyclable packaging
x   materials with recycled content
x   minimal material wastage
x   environmentally friendly inks
x   flat packed designs to minimise shipping impact
x   UK manufacture to reduce “packaging miles”

solutions
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Challenge us to deliver the right packaging 

for your business. Be it short run marketing 
boxes, off-the-shelf ready-to-go solutions 
or showstopping retail ready packaging 
designed to drive sales, get in touch with our 
team of friendly advisors and award-winning 
design studio for expertly designed and 
perfectly executed packaging, every time. 
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01543 480 163 www.boxmart.co.uk enquiries@boxmart.co.uk

Trusted by:




